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CISA Review Manual 2008Isaca, 2007
The CISA Review Manual 2008 has been completely revised and updated with new content to reflect changing industry principles and practices, and is organized according to the current CISA job practice areas. The manual features detailed descriptions of the tasks performed by IS auditors and the knowledge required to plan, manage and perform IS...
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Continuous Delivery: Reliable Software Releases through Build, Test, and Deployment AutomationAddison Wesley, 2010

	Getting software released to users is often a painful, risky, and time-consuming process. This groundbreaking new book sets out the principles and technical practices that enable rapid, incremental delivery of high quality, valuable new functionality to users. Through automation of the build, deployment, and testing...
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Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This updated third edition illustrates the mathematical concepts that a game developer needs to develop 3D computer graphics and game engines at the professional level. It starts at a fairly basic level in areas such as vector geometry and linear algebra, and then progresses to more advanced topics in 3D programming such as illumination and...
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Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2012

	DirectAccess, introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, has been a ground breaking VPN-like connectivity solution, adopted by thousands of organizations worldwide. Allowing organizations to deploy without manually configuring every client and providing always-on connectivity has made this technology world-famous. Now, with Windows Server 2012,...
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C Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2015

	The C Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed code and syntax reference to the popular C programming language, which has enjoyed some resurgence of late. C's efficiency makes it a popular choice in a wide variety of applications and operating systems with special applicability to, for instance, wearables, game programming, system...
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Cloud Capacity Management (Expert's Voice in Information Technology)Apress, 2013

	Cloud Capacity Management helps readers in understanding what the cloud, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS are, how they relate to capacity planning and management  and which stakeholders are involved in delivering value in the cloud value chain. It explains the role of capacity management for a creator, aggregator, and consumer of cloud...
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Molecular Basis of Thyroid Cancer (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2005

	Thyroid cancer is the fastest growing cancer in the U.S., especially among women.

	Given the relative success we have had in its treatment, there is a need to capitalize

	on it by better understanding the factors that underpin this malignancy, and exploring

	better strategies for diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up. To do so, we must...
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Clinical Neuroanatomy: A Neurobehavioral ApproachSpringer, 2007

	Clinical Neuroanatomy offers an extensive review of higher cortical – behavioral functions and their anatomical substrates. The book begins with a review of the basic internal and external morphology, major nerve and fiber tracts, behavioral correlates, and clinical syndromes associated with spinal cord, brain stem, and cerebellum,...
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CCSP (ISC)2 Certified Cloud Security Professional Official Study GuideSybex, 2017

	The only official study guide for the new CCSP exam


	CCSP (ISC)2 Certified Cloud Security Professional Official Study Guide is your ultimate resource for the CCSP exam. As the only official study guide reviewed and endorsed by (ISC)2, this guide helps you prepare faster and smarter...
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Storage Area Networks: Designing and Implementing a Mass Storage SystemPearson Education, 2000
The complete guide to SAN technology for every implementer and manager! 

Every month, enterprises require more information, delivered faster, with  greater reliability—and traditional data storage methods no longer suffice.  Enter the Storage Area Network (SAN), which can store enormous...
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CCNA Portable Command Guide (2nd Edition) (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Scott Empson is currently the associate chair of the bachelor of applied information systems technology degree program at the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, teaching Cisco® routing, switching, and network design courses in certificate, diploma, and applied degree programs at the post-secondary level. He...
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Guide to Essential Math: A Review for Physics, Chemistry and Engineering Students (Complementary Science)Academic Press, 2008
This book reminds students in junior, senior and graduate level courses in physics, chemistry and engineering of the math they may have forgotten (or learned imperfectly) which is needed to succeed in science courses.     

       This book reminds students in junior, senior and graduate level courses in physics, chemistry and engineering...
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